Simple Present Tense

The simple present tense denotes a habit, a general truth, or an unchanging situation.

Example: The weather is good today. (be)

Complete the sentences with the correct irregular past tense verb.

1) My brother and I ___________ in the park every day. (jog)

2) Alyssa ___________ in Maryland. (live)

3) Fiona ___________ her clothes at a store near her house. (buy)

4) Danielle ___________ to the library every Tuesday. (go)

5) Laura and Tina ___________ pine cones from their backyard. (collect)

6) Mr. Kendall ___________ his lawn regularly. (mow)

7) The giraffe ___________ the tallest animal on Earth. (be)

8) Uncle Ray ___________ crossword puzzles. (like)

9) Rhinos ___________ primarily plants. (eat)

10) Jane ___________ the coins in her piggy bank every week. (count)
Simple Present Tense

The simple present tense denotes a habit, a general truth, or an unchanging situation.

Example: The weather is good today. (be)

Complete the sentences with the correct irregular past tense verb.

1) My brother and I ________ jog ________ in the park every day. (jog)

2) Alyssa ________ lives ________ in Maryland. (live)

3) Fiona ________ buys ________ her clothes at a store near her house. (buy)

4) Danielle ________ goes ________ to the library every Tuesday. (go)

5) Laura and Tina ________ collect ________ pine cones from their backyard. (collect)

6) Mr. Kendall ________ mows ________ his lawn regularly. (mow)

7) The giraffe ________ is ________ the tallest animal on Earth. (be)

8) Uncle Ray ________ likes ________ crossword puzzles. (like)

9) Rhinos ________ eat ________ primarily plants. (eat)

10) Jane ________ counts ________ the coins in her piggy bank every week. (count)